Ects saturn

An engine coolant temperature sensor is essential for the optimal performance of your car. With
this information, the engine control module adjusts the air-fuel mixture depending on the
temperature. In this article, we will discuss the most common symptoms of a bad coolant
temperature sensor, location, replacement cost, and how to diagnose it. Like every other
component, the ECT sensor can also get damaged, resulting in several engine-related
problems. Hence, it is advised to have your car inspected right away to avoid any serious
problems. One of the first symptoms you will notice is that the check engine light will activate. If
you see a check engine light on your dashboard, it is time to check the trouble codes with an
OBD2 scanner. A faulty ECT sensor can send a false signal to the onboard computer, resulting
in an incorrect air-fuel mixture. For example, a faulty sensor can send a signal indicating the
engine is cold when it is not, and as a result, more fuel will be used to heat the engine quickly.
Some car uses the engine coolant temperature sensor to control the electric cooling fans. You
have two separate temperature sensors for the fans, dashboard gauge, and engine management
in most cars. Due to an incorrect engine temperature signal, the ECU may enrich the fuel
mixture to a point where the combustion process becomes difficult. The starting moment of a
car is very critical when it comes to the amount of fuel getting injected into the engine. If the
air-fuel mixture is faulty, you might find your car difficult or impossible to start. This fan is
electrically controlled and relies on the signal from the onboard computer. If the fan receives a
false signal, the fan might not turn on, causing the engine to overheat. Some vehicles have a
separate coolant temperature sensor for the fan, but a lot of cars use the same sensor. Due to a
faulty ECT sensor, the fuel mixture will adjust accordingly. This will cause the engine to vibrate
or shake when the car is at low speed and lead to other power losses and strange behaviours.
The engine is very sensetive to wrong air-fuel mixtures at idle and this is a condition when you
might notice that something is wrong with your engine coolant temperature sensor. As we
discussed earlier, the engine coolant temperature sensor can have a hard impact on the air-fuel
mixture. A bad air-fuel mixture can also cause the engine performance to drop drastically. If you
feel that the engine performance is not what it have been before, it may be due to a faulty engine
coolant temperature sensor. Coolant temperature sensors are also known as engine coolant
temperature sensors or ECT sensors. The principle working of this sensor involves the use of
an electrical resistance which measures the temperature of the coolant. These measurements
produce essential data for the engine system of your vehicle. The readings produced from the
coolant temperature sensor are transmitted to the engine control unit , where they are utilized
as data for regulating and maintaining the proper ignition time and the optimal fuel injection
through the computerized approach. The engine coolant temperature sensor is usually located
on the engine block or cylinder head. It is often installed on a plastic hose on the coolants inlet.
Different brands and car manufacturers have different ways of placing the coolant temperature
sensor depending on the car design. Some vehicles may have more than one temperature
sensor, as sometimes different sensors are used to send the signals to the dashboard, cooling
fan control, and the control unit of your engine system. In the case of two sensors, we usually
consider the one sending signals to the control unit as the coolant temperature sensor. There
are cheaper ones on the market also, but I heavily recommend you buying a quality one like
Bosch, to skip the headaches in the future. The replacement is often also quite straightforward,
expcept that you might have to pour out all coolant from the engine and refill it â€” which
means that you have to remove all air from the coolant system, which can be difficult. However,
if you are fast replacing the sensor, there is often no need to tap out the coolant, but this
requires some skills. To diagnose the coolant temperature sensor, you need a repair manual for
your car model to find what measurement values you should expect from the coolant
temperature sensor. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and
troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web
while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. Poor Mileage.
Electrical Cooling Fans not coming on. Black Smoke from the Exhaust Pipe. Difficult Starting
Condition. Engine Overheats. Poor Idling. Poor Engine performance. What is a Coolant
Temperature Sensor? Coolant Temperature Sensor Location. Coolant Temperature Sensor
Replacement Cost. Search This Site Search. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH These are from my
personal experience and experiences of others on various forums:. Saturn experimented with
making these out of plastic, it was a huge failure. Symptoms include hard starting, rough idle,
temperature gauge not working, awful fuel economy, poor performance, and stumbling, among
many other things. This sensor has at least something to do with almost everything the
computer does. When they fail coolant tends to leak through the sensor and damage the
connector as well. If there is any sign of corrosion on the connector it needs to be replaced.
Without getting into too much detail, the basic requirement is the diameter of the electrode
should be roughly the width of the ground. Most copper plugs fit this description. Narrow fine

wire electrodes almost always cause problems, usually a p and running like the car needs new
plugs. IAC valves rarely fail on these cars. They usually fail when the engine is hot. The
aftermarket replacements seem to work. The symptom is sporadic or consistently high idle, p,
p, or p Spray carb cleaner around the intake, specifically the 1 runner, if idle changes, problem
is verified. There will be a fairly slow but significant leak around where the coolant hose runs
into the manifold near cylinder 4. OE junkyard replacements from a gen-1 or gen-2 car are your
best bet. There will be melted plastic around the fuse. The radio, chime module, dome light, 12v
socket, and fuel pump are on this circuit. You will probably know about it when the fuel pump
stops working. It will eventually destroy the line pressure solenoid, which will make for very
hard upshifts. If left for a while, it will knock the input shaft nut loose, further worsening the
condition of the shifts. The permanent fix is to replace the valve body with one rebuilt using the
Sonnax update, which fixes and prevents the problem with the bores becoming worn. You can
weld in a replacement flex or replace the entire pipe. Some people run a antifreeze-water mix as
a preventative measure. The key symptom is massive oil contamination in the coolant, to the
point where it has the consistency of a chocolate milkshake. The head is toast and the coolant
system will need to be flushed thoroughly. This is only a problem with the SOHC engine. This
can be prevented by staying on top of the fluid changes and not doing donuts. It can also
happen during a slip. The pin literally punches a hole through the transmission, at which point
the transmission is done. You could probably save the valve body. People using these cars for
performance frequently weld the differential pin to the housing. There are no drain back holes in
the pistons. This allows oil in the oil control rings to overheat, and eventually form a hard
varnish which freezes the oil control rings in place. You can try a piston soak with a mild
solvent MMO, GM piston ring cleaner , try real synthetic oil higher flash point and better
detergency , just add oil what most people do , or rebuild the engine with drain holes drilled in
the oil ring groove or replacement pistons that have them already. Then I had shared some of
the things I have been doing with my current SC2 and that I have had 3 Saturns over the past 10
years. Overall, I have been happy with them for their reliability and great appearance. What
exactly is this GM piston ring cleaner you speak of? March 13, at am Rust Issues: -Failure of
clamp behind flex pipe: The bolt holding the clamp rusts out and will eventually abrade a hole in
the stainless downpipe. Viewing 2 replies - 1 through 2 of 2 total. Lee Ann Moderator. I had
written a reply to this post and lost it due to being automatically logged out. Basically what I had
said was thanks for all the great info. April 3, at am You must be logged in to reply to this topic.
ECTS Symptoms. Is there any way to tell if the ECTS is bad other than by removing it? I have
picked up many good tips on here, but don't want to make any changes that aren't necessary.
Disconnect the connector. If you see even a hint of coolant, or oxidation from coolant, on the
connector itself or the pins on the sensor, it has failed. Belt-and-suspenders approach: if you're
not sure that it has been replaced, replace it. This is not one that you wait 'til it goes bad. The
original was faulty by design; its replacement is reliable by design. It's cheap and easy enough
to replace. You might aswell replace the ECTS, its like the 1 thing to do to any pre saturn. Even
if its not bad now, it will probably go on you and the new one should last forever. There only like
15 bucks and there pretty easy to change. What's the ECTS? I didn't know either until I started
on here. Experience is something you don't get until just after you need it. The best way to tell
is by taking a reading of the voltage it's putting out, unfortunately I found that when mine was
giving me so much trouble, it would work fine at times and like hell at others so it might not be
that easy normal resistance should be do ohms when cool and to ohms at normal operating
temp. For as cheap a fix as it is, the ECTS is a very worthwhile replacement even if there's
nothing wrong with the one you have, remember you'll need a 13mm DEEP socket wrench to get
it off, and don't buy the plastic saturn replacement part, go with the all-bronze aftermarket one.
The replacement is brass, not bronze. The Saturn replacement is brass. SOME aftermarket
replacements are brass, but many are plastic. BarnOwl's Photos. Pull the ECTS if it's got a
plastic tip replace it. It'll cause problems eventually and if you replace the plastic tipped one
before it cracks, you've saved yourself the expense of the connector. I did this on my There is
nothing more frightening than ignorance in action. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find
More Posts by sven1. Find More Posts by madpogue. Find More Posts by shaner Find More
Posts by dansl2. Re: ECTS Symptoms The best way to tell is by taking a reading of the voltage
it's putting out, unfortunately I found that when mine was giving me so much trouble, it would
work fine at times and like hell at others so it might not be that easy normal resistance should
be do ohms when cool and to ohms at normal operating temp. Find More Posts by daisuke. Find
More Posts by BarnOwl. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. ECTS symptoms? ECTS or
not? Help please, symptoms in post. ECTS failure symptoms back after change!! Proceed as
follows: Remove the air snorkle running from the front of the car to the throttle body. It can be

hard to see. Eventually you will find that "magic spot" and the connector will come off quite
easily. Inspect the inner portion of the connector for any signs of corrosion. Remove the
coolant resevoir tank cap to relieve any pressure in the system, then put it back on TIGHTLY to
avoid excess coolant loss when the sensor is removed. Using your 13mm deep well socket,
remove the old ECTS from the engine by turning it counter clockwise. Keep the socket as
straight as possible over the sensor. Using the 13mm deep well socket, tighten the new ECTS
into the engine by turning it clockwise. Keep the socket as straight as possible over the sensor
to avoid damaging it. When everything lines up, it will then just pop into place. Reinstall the air
snorkle. You should NOT need to top up the coolant as less than an once or so will leak out. The
best way to insure this is to start the project the following morning. Very helpful, thank you
Wolfman! You should not have to change this again, and if purchased from Saturn, the new
ECTS threads will already have a sealant applied to them right out of the box If your local
dealership is charging ridiculous prices you can order the ECTS from It was still warm to the
touch. Warm does not equal cold. I pulled the ECTS and had a rag ready to catch the few onces
of coolant I knew where going to spill out. Well about three quarts later it finally stopped
spewing. I got coolant all over everything! Also, like Wolfamn said, be careful removing the
electrical connector. I ended up braking the old ECTS in half. Which freaked me out as I almost
thought I wasn't going to be able to get it out. Anyway, after I replaced the missing coolant I
noticed that the new ECTS made a huge difference on the idle smoothesness of the car. FM
Luke The best way to insure this is to start the project the following morning My son and I
mostly him, I just oversaw it did one on his '94 SL2 this afternoon since it always started hard
and ran rough when cold. The old one had a big crack in it, yikes! Put the new one in and it
started right up and idled like it should. Didn't reset the PCM because we ran out of time, but
will do that tomorrow. I just happened to stumble across this thread. When I looked under the
hood, sure enough mine was leaking. It was leaking so slow that it didn't leave any drips on the
driveway. There was only dried "crusty" coolant around the sensor. It is good to go now! To you
other shadetree mechanics make sure you follow Wolfmans advice and use a 13mm 6 point
socket. I had the cooling system drained as I was changing the thermostat also. Had to wait for
the wife to come home so I could make a trip to Sears for the right socket. Well, yesterday was a
fun day I had been telling my wife about replacing the ECTS for about a month, and yesterday
was the day. I had downloaded Wolfman's procedure, which was helpful I took my wife to work,
so her car was sitting with a cold engine for 24 hours. I went and bought a deep well 13 MM
socket for socket wrench and went to work Her entire contents of Antifreeze leaked out all over
the engine I was just anticipating a few slow leaks Her entire coolant tank had to be refilled
luckily I had bought a container of Prestone earlier that morning. Her coolant was a beautiful
bright green Now my question is, why would the entire content of antifreeze leak out and not
just a little, I know that it obviously flows through the engine block, but why would this happen
even on a completely cold engine?? Anyone have an idea? Then swap the temperature sensors.
Originally posted by 2NDSOUT Now my question is, why would the entire content of antifreeze
leak out and not just a little, I know that it obviously flows through the engine block, but why
would this happen even on a completely cold engine?? If you took off the overflow tank cap, air
can enter the system and the coolant will gush out. If you had left the cap on tight, then coolant
would only dribble out of the ECTS threaded hole in the block. Originally posted by bigbird If
you took off the overflow tank cap, air can enter the system and the coolant will gush out. I can
attest to that, did mine the other day, didn't take off the overflow tank cap, nice gush of
anti-freeze all over the engine. Then i remembered that i had forgotten to do that. A lesson
learned i guess. Taking off the cap will allow the pressure to equal out. My dad said to take it to
the car wash and use the pressure washer on it.. I agree with you. The less pressure the better.
Just use a garden hose and rinse off all the antifreeze. Here is a trick I am supprised to not have
found on any saturn form i have visited and every saturn page I have visited has advice on
installing the ECTS all of us saturn owners know is a common problem with out beloved saturns
Follow Wolfman's instructions with the Driver Side of the Car Jacked up so the Coolant does
not flow out at you while you are changing the ECTS. I'll try your suggestion when I change
mine, DrPimper. I'll report my findings here. I should be doing it next weekend. Hey Spazie, Be
careful when you go for the wire connector I pulled it off and thought I had broke the plastic
cover, but it snaps right back on. I bought meters, you know for oil, temp and volt.. Just read
this after a few weeks. If you still get a huge amount of coolant loss out the tiny ECTS port when
the sensor is removed, either: 1. The engine was indeed NOT stone cold, or: 2. The resevoir tank
cap seal or cap one way vent valve in it is bad. You should not get a huge amount of coolant
loss if the directions are followed to the letter and the system is intact sealed and the cap is
good and securely tightened, after being initially removed to vent any residual pressure. I'd just
like to say Hi to everyone.. The house has a '96 SC2 that I get to work on for some reason. I

mainly deal in old pre '72 cars so this aluminum and plastic thing is new.. Bear with me plz..
What a great buncha guys! So, onto the reply.. I cannot stress enough Wolfman's "Don't
Overtighten" statement.. There's a photo to follow.. The black twisty thing is a 4 Fluted Screw
Extractor. Fm Sierrap second, and more importently, all the wiring connection have weather
seals, which work great normally. Point, very, very well made Wolfman, you are amazing! I
changed this part a few eeks ago and my gas mileage has gone from miles per tank to !!! This
part paid for itself in under a week! I'm not getting too great gas mileage. I'm replacing my
radiator so I'm going to replace this too. Right now I think I'm getting around miles a tank. I
don't really know because my odometer is broken. Would it make a difference in my mpg? Any
improvement would be fantastic considering the current gas prices Pretty consistent around on
a full tank that I run nearly down to E. And don't tell me to go look, that would require The car
has stumbling idle after it warms up unless it's the computer "relearning" Or is there some
other issue I need to address? Yup, just looked at the old ects about ten minutes ago. It was
cracked all the way around. I am noticing a considerably cooler running engine. Maybe gas
mileage will improve as well? I would think that it should Originally posted by wolfman Using
the 13mm deep well socket, tighten the new ECTS into the engine by turning it clockwise. FYI,
the torque spec is 8 Nm 71 in-lbs. The forum search database isn't working very well right now.
Forum owner is testing out new features. Check the pictures in the following thread, and then
look under your car's hood in the same location as the lower sensor that the wrench is turning
Wolfman, you are awesome. It would have taken me forever just to find the right socket. BTW, I
think removing the battery I have a 95 is a good idea--there was no way my short fingers could
reach the plastic connector. With the battery out of the way I had no trouble. The only sad news
is I discovered that the damn thing had already been replaced :hothead: so I did not solve my
problem d'oh!! Wolfman - you ARE awesome. Just did mine on a cold engine. I wedged a towel
under the hole and it soaked all the coolant right up! No mess. I forgot to unkook the battery for
15 seconds. Will I still be ok? Tomorrow I am having my thermostat replaced. Hoping the car will
run like new after these two cheap and easy fixes. Sierra, I just moved from Lisle, IL up to the
cold north last year! We would have been nieghbors! I can certainly find the fuse and pull it. I
didnt figure pulling a fuse would do much. Is that in my regular fuse box? Do I have to do
anything special? In taking the top of the fuse box off, just look on the inside top to see where
the actual fuse is located. The inside Top has a full outline of every fuse and their respective
locations. Replaced the sensor last night. Pulled the fuse this morning. Not bad for a car with
87k miles! Thanks for all your help!!! FYI, to no one in particular The IAT sensor is the same as
the old resin-style ECT sensor, but it's probably not cracked because it's surrounded by air
rather than hot water and antifreeze. Jacked up driver's side as suggested and lost very little
fluid. One note, on my '94 SOHC, the two wire sensor isn't actually right under where the
radiator hose is connect to engine, that's the sensor for the gauge, the ECTS for the fan the two
wire sensor that this thread is about is actually down and under a few inches away from the one
wire sensor. I first mistakenly replaced the one wire green sensor which has a slightly different
connector than the two wire. I also pulled the PCM B fuse and replaced it to reset. Immediately
after replacing, the engine still revs up to 3k rpm on start, then drops to 2. In gear it's around 1k
rpm. My 95 SW runs rpm after starting up. After taking it totranny shop, the mechanic
disconnected the engine coolant temperature sensor It's a two wire connector with white
coating with two butt connectors. What wires does it connect to where are they located color,
green or black? Dear Wolfman: I've got a new engine coolant temperature sensor part from
Saturn. The temperature gauge is not working and the dealer didn't give me a diagram or
instructions. The mechanics at tranny shop disconnected the sensor 95 SW1 and it's missing.
The new part has white coating and two butt connectors. I don't know where it goes to. I only
see one wire being loose close to the connector and under the air housing. Please help. It needs
to be hooked up to the single wire from the engine harness that feeds the dash temperature
gauge. I don't know offhand what color the wire is, since my FSM only covers the model year,
which only uses one dual-wire sensor, but if you have a loose single wire in that area, I would
venture to guess that's probably it. After getting my 95 Saturn from tranny shop the horn didn't
work neither temp gauge. After putting a connector temp gauge works but engine light remains
on. Is something wrong with the wiring so the engine light remains on and the horn does not
work? Temp gauge reads ok, about in the middle. Do I need to have more patience and let the
car go more miles before I see results or is there another issue I should look into getting fixed?
From what I'm reading here, that sounds like a rip off. Anyone have an opinion? Also I called the
Service Dept. I'm really losing faith in this dealership. The temperature gauge reading indicates
that most likely the thermostat is broken - stuck in the "open" position. But if the engine never
reaches normal operating temperatures, then it will continue to keep that ratio of fuel to air on
the "rich" side - and fuel economy will suffer. Based on this and the symptons described I'd

guess the thermostat needs to be replaced. Since we need to drain the coolant in order to
replace the thermostat, it would not hurt to replace the coolant temperature sensor at the same
time. Since the temperature gauge on the dashboard is working and since the fuel economy is
suffering, I'd guess the coolant temperature sensor is most likely okay. By the same token, this
is also a decent time to think about replacing the upper and lower radiator hoses Tip for
draining the coolant from the S-Series: there is a drain valve at the bottom of the radiator on the
passenger side and there is a 10 mm drain bolt for the engine block located near the underside
of the thermostat. If the "contact" is not damaged, then I would simply replace the ECTS I think
it's rare for the connector to be damaged, unless someone tried to force it on the sensor in the
wrong orientation. A more likely problem is corrosion inside the connector that should be
obvious even to an untrained eye. If in doubt, just reach down beneath the head, disconnect the
connector, and examine it. If it's not corroded, it's probably fine and doesn't need to be
replaced. Then you can save some money. Just check it yourself for free. You don't have to
drain the coolant to replace the sensor. You will to replace the 'stat. Start with the easy stuff
first and then see if that corrects your apparently "low" dash temperature gauge readings. My
thinking is that since on my model the ECTS sends information to both the temp gauge and the
computer, the water temp may be OK but the sensor is sending low readings to both the gauge
and the computer. My thoughts exactly. I was having this same problem last week with the two
lights flashing on and off. Today my car overheated and when I checked the coolant, it was full
of what looks like mud. My heater also stopped working today. Does anyone know if this could
be related to the ECTS? Based on what I read here, I wanted to be sure to get the all-brass part.
Did the part change when the part went all-brass? So did the parts guy try to give me the wrong
part? Any part 's or other help appreciated. Saturn part number is the brass coolant temperature
sensor for all to Saturn S-Series cars. This is used in the lower port of all to cylinder heads. This
sends information to the PCM computer for things like adjusting the gasoline and air ratio,
helping decide whether to turn or off the radiator fan, etc. This is not only the temperature
sensor for the coolant but also the same part that is used for sensing the air temperature and
for sensing the transmission temperature. This has a connector for a double wire harness.
Saturn part number is the coolant temperature sensor for to only Saturn S-Series cars. This is
used in the upper port of to cylinder heads. This sends information to the temperature gauge on
the dashboard. This has a connector for a single wire harness. If the two sensors get mixed up
then the best way to identify them is by the connector for the wire harness. One wire harness
has one wire and the other wire harness has two wires; the connectors are different and these
parts cannot be accidentally swapped. The next time I buy one of each I will photograph them
and post them here Odd thing was, however, that the tip wasn't cracked even after 68, miles.
The diagram in the Chilton's manual is too small to be helpful, but I did eventually find it. Look
below the air intake, slightly inboard i. Follow the wires to the engine block and you'll find the
ECTS. Removing the battery will make accessing the ECTS easier. I jacked up the driver side of
my car in the front and back by about 4 inches or so to minimize coolant spillage. I still got
spillage however so I ended up draining about a gallon of collant from the radiator stopcock
drain near the passenger side front tire. Removing the cap on the surge tank helps the draining
process immensely. On the old ECTS, the temp gauge needle would be stuck at zero for several
minutes after startup. As far as idle goes, the engine seems marginally louder than it used to.
The big difference, however, is that the idle sound is now constant whereas on the old ECTS it
would change volume depending on speed, engine temperature, etc. I just changed mine today I
changed my ECTS this past weekend. Made a world of difference. I was getting intermittent
problems that I could not nail down. Found out that one of the pins on the coolant sensor was
broke off and just connecting when "it wanted to". Anyway, once again, thanks to Wolfman the
problem is fixed!!!! I have a 96 SL1 and my Coolant temp light just started flashing the other
day. I checked the coolant reservior which was low and added coolant. It has been about 48
hours and the light is still flashing. I am curious if the ECTS could cause the light to flash?
Could it be something else? I checked the coolant today I had to add more coolant. There is no
puddle or signs of leakage. I was thinking that the coolant was just low and once the system
was pressurized the level readjusted? Any help would be appreciated. I really do not want to
take the car to the dealership. Changed ECTS with new brass sensor, it doesn't pull the 15 code
or any other , but it still just runs until it gets warmed up, then dies again. Any other
sugestions? By following these instructions I was done in under 10 min. Thanks wolfman with
your info it was a breeze. I changed it due to research on this site, which has been extremely
helpful. My check engine light would go on randomly and my coolant temperature light would
flash even more often. Also, I would experience rough idle when in Drive and stopped at a traffic
light or stop sign. It feels as though the car is going to stall and I need to give it some gas.
Funny thing is, this doesn't happen all the time and I haven't been able to notice a pattern. The

old ECTS was actually in pretty decent condition, although I have never seen a used one before
to compare it against. I had no problem replacing it, aside from some difficulty resetting the
connector, by following instructions on this site and the Chilton's manual, but things were not
so good after I started the car once done. The fan kicked on immediately after starting the
engine and stayed on and the coolant light on the dash and the check engine light both
illuminated and did not go out. I did have the negative battery cable disconnected while
replacing the ECTS. Although I did not let the car run more than a few minutes and did not drive
it, what happened? What did I do wrong? Could the new ECTS be defective? Is the connector
bad? Any advice would be greatly appreciated Thanks for the information sierrap Hopefully, this
will resolve the issue I have been having. Any other suggestions on why my car feels as though
it is going to stall? I was also thinking it might be the fuel filter, but not sure if I can perform this
one myself. I just changed my out on a SC2. The most difficult part of the procedure was
removing the wire connector. You have to contort your hands to get in there. I was trying to find
"ears" to squeeze on the white portion where the the wires entered. I kept trying to feel around
with my fingers feeling for tabs of some sort. After looking at the new sensor, I tried feeling
around the black portion of the connector and was not sure what I felt. After awhile of just
squeezing around the black portion it finally came off. I removed and recapped the coolant
overflow container and jacked up the driver front. I put some paper towels underneath the area
and only a small amount of coolant dripped out. After replacing the sensor, I disconnected the
negative battery cable for 20 seconds. The first thing I noticed after starting the engine was how
much smoother it was. I drove it for about 5 miles. When I come to a complete stop and idling,
the engine is smoother. The interior panels don't rattle as loud as before Wolfman thank you so
much for posting these directions I did this to my 96sl2 and wow what a difference up into this
point I had no idea what the heck was going on with my car then I stumbled across this and you
guys described all the symtoms my car had so I used your guide to replace the ECTS and its
like I bought a new car. Next try replacing your upper motor mount, also known as the torque
axis mount. Over time this component weakens and most people say their car feels like it is
brand new after replacing it. Thanks for the info David 93 I will replace upper motor mount and
post my results thanks again. The top sensor is the ECTS correct? I just want to make sure I
don't buy the wrong one. The lower one is the sensor that controls the temp guage right? Car
seems to be running about the same, which is very well, fortunately. Will be considering
replacing the thermostat next, unless gas milage improves enough to make me not bother with
it. Just curious. I replaced my ECTS this past weekend. I noticed that the bag in the pictures
shows a Saturn bag; mine was in a GM bag. Is this the correct sensor? Do multiple GM engines
use the same sensor? I am concerned because even though the engine is much smoother and
quieter, I did not notice a noticable improvement in MPG. At least, not according to my gas
gauge. Thanks for this, bought part and socket from Kragen. Did whole job in 30 mins with
minimal coolant loss. Also cleaned connector with Q-tip to get off gunk. Thanks again,
Wolfman! Thanks again!! Just thought I might add my two cents worth. When you tighten the
ECTS, unlike a bolt, it will tighten slowly. It is easy to overtighten and some on our site have
stripped their sensor because of this. Thanks for all the tips on this everyone. I changed my
sensor in no time, and only 1 small drop of coolant came out! Could I have mixed up the
sensors? The bottom one has a gray colored tip and is slightly longer. The top one has a ligher
colored connector tip. Since these are both 2 wire, what should the colors of the wires be? I
should mention that this car has a new radiator, hoses, thermostat, and water pump, all
replaced before I bought the car. The engine doesn't exhibit any tangible signs of real
overheating, just the darned gauge. Fuel mileage is mediocre, around 28mpg. Any help
appreciated! I was lost and now am found. Bill "No one looks good with brown lipstick" Frank
Zappa. I had a feeling my old ECTS was blown The tip was melted and cracked I didnt come
here to see how to do this I pull the old one out with the wrong deep well socket The engine was
not stone cold, but I had left it out in the cold evening for about 2 hours or so. Anyway, the first
gen Saturn Haynes manual from when we had our 'ol '94 SL2 said that all you have to do is
undo the resevoir cap to release any pressure obviously you wait till the motor is cool and then
undo the electrical connector and then unscrew the sensor. Nothing about coolant leaking I had
a rag under the sensor bung to contain any leakage and it was thoroughly soaked I found that I
couldnt retighten the old sensor Probably not the right order of things I checked the resevoir So
I go inside and fill up a pitcher of distilled drinking water and begin filling it back up to the
"full-cold" line. I make sure everything is back in place and take it out for a spin I raced
someone So when the guy in front of me got into a turn lane I floored it to get away I get home
from my little test and do a quick check I come out later to run an errand and drive for about 5
minutes and am welcomed with the low-coolant symbols flashing I pull over immediately and
pop the hood. I have an LED flashlight and see no leaks So I get back home and let it cool off. Of

course when it was cool enough, I checked the resevoir again Now I'm a dumbass when it
comes to the cooling system Did my little acceleration test with the Neon boil off some water?
Did the system settle and it turned out that there still wasnt enough even though I filled it? I
think its time for a flush and fill and an oil change anyway I dont seem to have harmed the car
just yet Thats been my night And yes I must be missing something I removed the air intake as
per Wolfman. The lower one had a two wires, one of which was yellow as I recall. By the look of
the new sensor my wife purchased from Canadian Tire, single wire, brass fittings, only about 8
inches long I fugure I MUST be looking in the wrong place. Everyone is talking about how to
pinch it out of one area and just connect it. Do you actually need to remove all the electrical
tape and bundled harnesses? Is the harness to replace this thing in the bundle of wires The
best photo i could find is here. If anyone can help me out on this i would appreciate it as I just
sent my wife to the mechanic to get it done for What do you all think? I have a 96 SL2. You
should not need to disconnect anything extra if you disconnect and remove your car battery.
Removing the car battery makes it easier to access the engine coolant temperature sensor as
well. I use a socket wrench with an extension to reach the bolt that holds down the battery
closest to the engine. Hi all, This is my first time posting here and am looking for help with my
father's '98 SL1. Immediately after we start the car the temp guage goes to the halfway mark.
The car sometimes sputters and dies, but will usually restart after a short wait. Great deal. The
only code it shows is P I replaced the ECTS and the thermostat and that hasn't solved the
problem. Is there anything else I can check related to code P that could be causing the
problem? We mistakenly did not disconnect the battery terminal before doing the procedure.
How important is this, and would it help to do it now? Also, when replacing the ECTS, I learned
that my father had been using only water and no coolant in the system. He did this because he
said it was using water too quickly not leaking and didn't want to keep loosing costly fluid.
Where could the water be going, and could this lack of coolant in the system be affecting the
sensor and possibly triggering the P code? I appreciate all the help anyone could give. Thanks
in advance, Ken. I bought the sensor from a Saturn dealer,this way I got the special threadlocker
on it already to install. I would not buy an aftermarket version of this part because of this. I don't
suggest you actually try this at home yourself. Hire a real mechanic. I am not responsible if you
try this and get hurt or ruin your car doing this! You can't do this with hot antifreeze,it will burn
a guy badly! I don't bang stuff there! Ice cold engine off , I opened the hood. I unclip the 4 airbox
clips by the radiator end of the intake. It locked open to allow removal from the throttle body.
That clip stays on,BTW. Then remove the plastic intake. Some cars have two sensors,it's the
lower back one I could not even see. See below later on details how this is done. After I got the
connector off,this is how it looked in the car. I could'n't see this so I stuffed the camera in there.
I didn't unscrew it all the way though! Note the red stuff on the threads. That's the VERY
important threadlocker that comes on the dealer part. Spec is 71 INCH pounds,that's not a lot! I
did not overtighten,but didn't leave it so it will wiggle out later either. I just turned it till it felt
snug enough to stay put. Their is threadlocker on the dealer part sensor,red stuff. I Checked old
sensor and connector. If the connector is slimey inside,one might want to buy a new one. This
is optional,but recommended if one has green slime in connector. What's that PCV valve doing
in there? I squeeze it on the black just above where my thumb is. I did'nt squeeze the longer
"horns". They are part of the locking system. This is the sensor resting in position. This is the
sensor locked in. Note how the "Flats" on the brown part lines up with the black part you
squeeze. Thus the illustration outside of the hidden area it resides in. Once the sensor is in and
connector reattached,reinstalled the intake. Eased off the clips gently. Checked for any tools left
around engine bay or hood! Started car,checked for any leaks. This is what I did today,thought
you might like to see. Remember,this is show and tell,I'm not teling you to try this yourself. I
need to replace mine on my 96 SL2. This will help me tremendously! Very good pictures. Thanks
Wolf! Yes,it's the two wire. I would hope folks would realise that by the way I mentioned you
can't really see it. I don't like to hammer it all the way home due to the fact it's brass and dished
at the end. When I feel resistance,I ease up on it. The threadlocker seems to hold it still quite
well. The "feel" of a fully seated ECTS is very similiar to a spark plug. When you feel the
resistance increase to the point that you can no longer turn it by hand, THEN carefully use the
socket wrench to continue. DO NOT wrench it down with all your strength. You can also pull off
the socket and feel for the gap between the hex head of the sensor and the engine. When that
gap is gone, the sensor is fully bottomed. I wish your excellant pictures had been added to the
"How To" instructions I had posted months ago Wolf,feel free to "steal" my pics and add them
to your description as you see fit. Not a problem. All I ask is credit for the pics. Mi casa es Su
casa! I feel handy!! I just did this all by myself. First time I've ever done something mechanic-ish
on my car without my brother's supervision. Thanks for the pics, they were a great help!! I tried
this BUT at the last step I couldn't get the conector on right now it read nothing on my temp

gauge Spazie I feel handy!! Awesome auxmike! I need to do this on my car and I don't think we
even have a 13 mm socket let alone a deep well. Thanks for the how-to. How much do these
instructions vary from that? Anything else to look out for? Is this something we can do on our
own? Just curious why the replacement in the first place, what were the symptoms? I suspect
mine being bad, 94 SC2. It misfires until the engine warms up. No codes and replaced the O2
sensor and EGR valve last year. Hi all, I read somewhere that after the sensor was changed that
the PCM B fuse should be reset by pulling that out for about 15 seconds. Is that true? If so, that
may be my problem! Thanks, Jerry. Never heard this myself,but it could be true It's in wolfman's
ECTS thread Please forgive, as it sounds like it's super simple, but where and how do I go about
pulling the PCM B fuse? Thank you! The top of the box should be secured by a small circular
screw. Simply loosen it, and lift up the top of the fuse box. Thanks, Luke! So I just find it, take it
out with my fingers, I'm guessing, and put it right back in? Yep; I leave it out for atleast a
"minute". Just to insure that the memory is cleared :D. Auxmike: In the photo with the ratchet it
shows one end of the connector black cap cover going to the sensor, where's the other end
going? My 95 SW1 temp gauge isn't working. The photo with the part in the bag is exactly with 2
butt connectors what I bought from Saturn but they give me instructions. Could you give me
instructions photos? Thank You very much. Green, You crimp the wires to the original wires
from the cars harness. Hope this helps some I installed the single wire temp gauge sensor
connector. Now the temp gauge is working again. But the engine light remains on and the horn
doesn't work. This happened after taking my 95 vehicle from tranny shop. The auto parts store
only checks vehicles 96 or newer. Do I have to buy a scan tool that will only work on a 95 or
older Saturn or GM car? Lucky for you, NO. It's way easy with an OBD-1 '95 and back car. That's
why the store only does '96 and later; they're OBD-2, which require a scan tool. I got mine at
Saturnparts. So I bought a Transmission Filter to split the shipping charge and reduce overall
cost. I lost it, can't find it anywhere. Is this really necesary? It does cover the wires, but I have
heard no mention of this cap anywhere. Would the dealership provide me with a new one, and
for how much? Thanks all. I never thought this would be so popular. It was fun documenting the
job. Hey guys-- silly girl question. If the ECTS is not working properly, the fan will not turn on.
Also, fans go bad. Also, it may be good to check for a blown fuse, at least that is what I would
do. If you turn the AC on, the fan should turn on. If it is coming on with AC, the fan and the fuse
are probably good. ECTS may be the culprit. That is my understanding. I am a silly Social
Worker. The experts here can direct you better. Thanks for all of the information, everyone. I
changed the engine coolant temperature sensor myself with the jacking-up-the-driver-side
procedure. I have a Saturn SL1 with slightly under 30, miles on it. The removed temperature
sensor did not seem to have any cracks in it, but it is good preventive maintenance, as wolfman
or someone else wrote. I would also like to add that I found it hard to remove the air intake on
my SL1 because of that narrow tube that branches off the middle of the main air intake. So what
I did instead was remove the battery as someone else suggested. If I had to do the procedure
again, I would place a towel or rag under the ECTS to catch the half a cupful or so of coolant
that leaks out as someone else photographed. Reluctant to communicate. Blocks to
communication. Speech impediments. Careful thought. Speaking only after due consideration.
Structured thinking. Obstacles to education. Education comes only with hard work. Learning
difficulties. Working through communication issues. Cautious communication. Hesitant to
speak. Hesitant to reveal your thoughts. Limited outlets for verbal expression. Needing approval
from an authority. Feeling that you need permission to express your thoughts. Feeling like you
have a vice grip around your throat. Feeling like your mouth is sewn shut. Keeping mum. Vows
of silence. Sworn to secrecy. Receiving confession. Negative thinking. Depressing thoughts.
Focusing your thoughts. Narrow thinking. Narrow focus. Responsible decision making.
Thinking about the potential consequences of what you say. The disciplined mind. An economy
of words. Serious thinkers. Not talkative. Restrained speech. Feeling that you had better button
your lip. Mental persistence and perseverance. Fearful communication. Being afraid to tell
people what you think. Being afraid to make your thoughts known. Debbie Downer. People who
can distill the facts. Preferring serious discussions. Less talking. Less communication.
Mastering language. Mastering thought. Mastering communication. Gaining mastery over
communication and language problems with hard work. Struggling to explain yourself. Not
knowing what to say. My lips are sealed. Good confidantes. The mind of an architect. Passing or
failing tests. Thinking that people are testing you. Getting very good at things to prove what you
know. Teaching what you know. Hard logic. Practical thinking. Thinking in straight lines. Rigid
thought patterns. Learning by rote. Learning best by reading. Giving form to ideas. Making
something of your ideas. Taking the steps necessary to turn ideas into reality. Having the
perseverance to follow an idea through to completion. Timing your words. Needing to find the
right time to talk. Wise words. Siblings with limitations. Feeling separate from your siblings.

Only child. Taking the conventional approach. Using a method. Business-minded people. Liking
to use definitions. Interested in definitions. Having a structured thought process. Understanding
how to get from point A to point B. Understanding how much you have left to learn. Sign me up
for the newsletter! Interpretation of the planet Mercury in aspect to Saturn in astrology. Planet
Combinations. Astrology Shop. Perfect for Birthday. Rated 5. Solar Return Birthday Astrology
Report. Read more. Major Life Themes Astrology Report. Mercury Astrology. Commerce
Siblings Trickster. Saturn Astrology. Limitation Order Discipline Mastery. Maturation
Seriousness Responsibility. Related Posts. Pallas Athene in Aspect to the Planets in Astrology
22 people love it! Brainstorm: Saturn Conjunct Pluto in Capricorn 26 people love it! Dear
Mercury in Libra, 5 people love it! Brainstorm: Transiting Saturn in Aquarius Astrology 9 people
love it! Leave a comment Cancel reply. By using this form you agree with the storage and
handling of your data by this website. Send Comment. Our website uses cookies from third
party services to improve your browsing experience. Read more about this and how you can
control cookies by clicking "Privacy Preferences". Privacy Preferences I Agree. Privacy
Preferences. When you visit our website, it may store information through your browser from
specific services, usually in form of cookies. Here you can change your privacy preferences.
Please note that blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience on our website
and the services we offer. Privacy Policy. Save Preferences Privacy Policy. User Name
Remember Me? ECTS symptoms? I notice that when I first start my car it has a lot more pickup
and power. As it warms up, it goes back to what ive always considered "normal" which is less
power. Its also getting only 26 MPG. Last edited by acr; at PM. Re: ECTS symptoms? Certainly
worth checking it out. Maybe a thermostat but the sensor is the first place to start. A lousy day
in paradise is still a day in paradise. Find More Posts by ssicarman. How would i know if its the
thermostat? The temp guage usually goes up to about half, fan comes on, if im parked itll
remain at half. Otherwise itll come down and back up again with the fan. An ECTS that is really
low will give a high idle and poor gas mileage, but not loss of power. Your vehicle, when first
started cold , will be in the open loop mode and therefore full rich. This is why your car has
more. If you are driving in California, mostly city, with air conditioning on, your mileage could
drop as low as 26 mpg. Another thing that makes the earlier Saturns less is retarded timing.
This occurs when the knock sensor has detected enough "severe" knocks in the power range
you normally drive at. Now your PCM has learned a newly retarded timing value for your engine
during those conditons. Sure, it makes the car run like , but it protects the engine from severe
knock. Although your PCM will unlearn the severly retarded values over time, it takes a long
time to do this. What you could do instead to clear the PCM memory is to shut off all your
vehicle's accessories and lights. Then disconnect the negative black lead from your battery for
a minute or so, and reattach it. You may want to write down all your favorite radio stations first,
because you'll have to reprogram your radio's memory buttons. Anyway, after you do this, start
the vehicle. It may immediately stall trying to find the proper idle steps - this is normal. Restart it
and let it warm up. Drive it around slowly at first, then moderately, then your typical way, etc. If
it is happening frequently, this is why your power is noticeably going away and why fuel
economy has dropped. If it is knocking, you should unload your engine as much as possible: i.
Do this until you have used up your fuel and refuel with a small amount of mid-grade I'm
assuming you're using 87 octane. Clear the PCM again same procedures in the paragraph
above and drive with mid-grade, 89, and if the knock goes away or is noticably less, fill your
tank with mid-grade and stay with it until summer is over. Otherwise, go to top-grade 91 octane,
and try it again. If power is there and knock has gone, stay with top-grade through the summer.
You may want to read up on using Acetone as an additive. It's more cost-effective because you
can probably stay with 87 octane, but requires a bit of diligence - I think there's a thread on that
somewhere in this forum. Do what's comfortable to you. Piece of! Remember, the PCM is
protecting your engine from severe knock aka pre-ignition, or detonation. You should also be
doing the same. I'm sure you can get rid of the knock because you didn't mention it as one of
your vehicle's symptoms. If, however, you can't get rid of the knock, you better start a new
thread on that subject. You may have a severe carbon issue in the combustion chamber, or a
spark plug issue. It would actually keep the mixture on the rich side if anything - giving you too
much power. Same with a cool running thermostat. The list above was taken from the service
manual. Do the easy ones first: Check for a dirty air filter. Then check for knock and adjust your
fuel octane. Good luck to you.. I checked and i have no codes, would i get one if the pcm was
lowering power so much due to knock sensor? I think this really has a lot to do with the vehicle
heating up Does anyone know what the resistance should be at x temp? Thanks for the quick
answer stanleyr! BTW: its a 93 sl1, in ny, was getting 26 mpg without ac in the fall months. I just
wish there was a way to know if that damn ects sensor is working properly or not without going
through the trouble of replacing it Also, as far as i can tell theres never really any knock I cant

be sure about when its under heavy acceleration though, ill have to give it a good listen next
time im driving. Last edited by acr; at AM. Here's the table for ' Should be the same for ' See
attached. Your earlier description makes me believe it is okay. Put your ECTS just the sensing
element portion in boiling water and measure for degrees. You'll have to do a little interpolation
math, but you get the idea. If your PCM has already retarded the timing due to history of knock,
you won't hear knock any more, and it may still feel smooth depending on your driving habits
and the amount of timing retard. This generally does not produce a code. Your original post
claimed a noticable change loss of power along with poor fuel economy when the vehicle
changes to closed loop mode. You considered it normal. Retarded timing will do this. If you
check your air filter and it's clean, then just go ahead and disconnect your battery's negative
lead for a minute. Restart your car and warm it up. If it is more peppy, guess what?!!! Be gentle
with it for a few miles. Last edited by stanleyr; at AM. Make sure to check the connnector and
its' wires as well. I was just about to say the same thing wolfman I replaced my ECTS on my
96sl2 and I was stunned to find out how much that little sensor affected my car it is pretty easy
to install and with your car being a 92 you might as well replace it. Yea i was looking for a way
to test it whithout removing it. Ill just go ahead and replace it. Thanks guys! Hang on a sec, what
if i test the resistance for 80 degrees? Im pretty sure thats the temp of the coolant today having
not run the car overnight, its been 80 all night here, and the car isnt in the sun. Then i could just
attach my ohm meter without pulling the sensor. Im also going to try resetting the computer to
see what happens. You WILL need to replace it, if it hasn't been done in the last 4 years I think
that is when Saturn started putting in upgraded sensor. As often as you hear read it on this
board, swapping it to metal tip really does make a big difference. I reset the computer today. I
also changed my coolant i know i shouldave taken the oppertunity to change the sensor while it
was out but after driving around, the car stayed at the higher power for much longer, even after
totally warming up it felt a lot more powerful, i drove a few milles and it seems a lot better. I
expect that as the computer continues to relearn, itll go back down. There was no
pinging,knocking, or anything else and i did rev the engine up quite a bit. Does this point to
ECTS or what? Also if it helps, i can describe it, the car has a lot more pickup, and there is a
sound of air, it sounds as if its taking in more air. Hopefully that helps. It picks up power a LOT,
just tapping the pedal gives you a big surprise when you start the car. One other thing, after
reseting the computer, my idle after the engine warms up, is even lower than it was, at around
rpm! Just hoping the low rpm could give you guys a better idea of what might be going wrong
with my damn computer! I went ahead and ordered the ECT sensor from saturnparts. Anyway, Ill
let you know what happens when i install it! Zuul24's Photos. My was running like crap for so
long that it seemed normal. I had even changed the upper motor mount because it was running
so rough. Mine of course was the last year with that resin one and it had a crack in it the size of
the grand canyon. You would think Saturn would have figured that out before 9 years of
production. Find More Posts by Zuul Define running like crap? I had the engine mounts checked
a year or so ago and they were good, also the engine sounds pretty smooth. I always thought of
its idle as normal also, is yours less shaky than what i described? Yea, i just changed my plugs,
the old ones had almost nothing left of them, it helped with power on the low end, but did
nothing for idle or roughness really. Wow, where to start Yes, for the price of a new ECTS, you
could just swap it out and not bother with troubleshooting it with your ohm meter. Many have
already and claim night and day results. However, in many instances, they also disconnect
power to the battery after they've installed the new ECTS to clear the memory and think the
wonderful new performance is from the new ECTS when it actually could have been by clearing
the low, mid and high spark compensating cells within the PCM - thereby putting the timing
back to where it belongs. Yes, you could have checked and still can your resistance without
removing the sensor. Simply warm up the vehicle until your thermostat begins to regulate. Your
instrument gauge should be around the midway point. You mentioned it does this in your
original post. Once it is there and with the engine running, quickly disconnect the connector to
the ECTS and measure your ohms the engine will now be at full rich while the ECTS is
disconnected. Your ohms should match up to the tables for degrees. If you go ahead and buy a
new sensor, you may as well remove yours and compare the ohms with the new one. Take a
measurement at room temperature. Then take a measurement in degrees of boiling water at sea
level. If the readings were within tolerance, inspect your original sensor closely for cracks.
You're still young and have the money, eh? Just remember me in your will BTW, did you ever
check your air filter? So now you've got your power back, but your idle is still way too low or
erratic, hmmm. Does your car have a vacuum operated EGR valve? If so, disconect the vacuum
line to the EGR valve while the car is idling. Does this correct the idle speed? If so, feel the tip of
the disconnected line to see if there is a vacuum signal there. If so, your EGR solenoid is not
switching off the signal and needs to be replaced because the EGR should not be getting a

vacuum signal at idle. If the IAC is going bad can't step to the open position reliably for instance
or really crudded up , clearing the PCM may have aggrevated the problem. You can't really tell
the condition of the IAC through the throttle body. You'll have to remove the throttle body and
then the IAC to inspect it. Get other opinions first before you do this on a weekend. I sense the
moon may be fu
k1500 ground locations
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jeep headlight switch wiring diagram 1972
ll tonight too! Thanks stalneyr! I will check the egr tomorrow, the idle is very consistant as far
as the rpm guage goes, but it is low, and it does feel rough. Just for the hell of it, ill take pics
and check the resistance of both at room temp. Ill post here when its done probably not for a
week thanks to UPS ground! I took a look at the air filter today, its clean. BTW: im also going to
run some chevron techron through it, couldnt hurt, just incase i have some dirty fuel injectors.
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